**Print this form and bring with you.**

**Arrive at least 15 minutes prior to your test time at the ACC Testing Center waiting area in Building A.** Come to the Main Campus college entrance across from the McDonald’s on CR 1462 and go up to the main set of buildings and enter to the right of the three flagpoles. Go to the back hallway of Building A and wait in the red chairs. Test Examiners will come to make announcements and retrieve you to start the testing session. Plan to be at the Testing Center for 4 - 4 ¼ hrs. Late arrivals will not be permitted to enter the Testing Room.

**Bring driver=s license, DPS ID, or passport for identification, two No. 2 pencils with good points and erasers, and your receipt.** A recent school yearbook (within the last two years) with student’s first and last names is acceptable. All forms of identification must be original. Photocopies will not be accepted. See below for unacceptable forms of identification.

If you have taken a Residual ACT at ACC or another institution within the last 60 days you may not test. Payment for any retests taken within the 60-day limit will not be refunded.

The Residual ACT is to be used for Alvin Community College only and is non-transferable to other colleges. Must be currently enrolled or planning to enroll at ACC. Examinees will take all sections of the test even if the department being applied to only requires certain sections.

Electronic devices such as beepers and cellular phones are not allowed in the testing room. If your cell phone or beeper sounds during the exam, you will be dismissed from the test.

Go to [www.actstudent.org](http://www.actstudent.org) for online practice tests.

You may use any four-function, scientific, or graphing calculator, UNLESS it has features described in the PROHIBITED list. For models on the Permitted with Modification list, you will be required to modify some of the calculator=s features.

**Prohibited Calculators**

The following types of calculators are prohibited:
- pocket organizers
- handheld, tablet, or laptop computers, including PDAs
- electronic writing pads or pen-input devices - The Sharp EL 9600 is permitted.
- calculators built into cell phones or other electronic communication devices
- calculators with a typewriter keypad (letter keys in QWERTY format)
  (Note: Letter keys not in QWERTY format are permitted)
- calculators with built-in computer algebra systems ☞ Prohibited calculators in this category include:
  - Casio: Algebra fx 2.0, ClassPad300 and ClassPad 330, and all model numbers that begin with CFX-9970G
  - Texas Instruments: All model numbers that begin with TI-89 or TI-92 and the TI-Nspire CAS
    (Note: The TI-Nspire (non-CAS) is permitted.)
  - Hewlett-Packard: HP 48GII and all model numbers that begin with HP 40G, or HP 49G, or HP 50G
Calculators Permitted with Modification

The following types of calculators are permitted, but only after they are modified as noted:
- calculators with paper tape ▶ Remove the tape.
- calculators that make noise ▶ Turn off the sound feature.
- calculators with an infrared data port ▶ Completely cover the infrared data port with heavy opaque material, such as duct tape or electrician’s tape (includes Hewlett-Packard HP 38G series, HP 39G series, and HP 48G).
- calculators that have power cords ▶ Remove all power/electrical cords.

Unacceptable Forms of Identification

ACT Admission Ticket from national exam date
Birth Certificate
ChildFind ID Card
Credit, charge, bank, or check cashing cards (even with photo)
Diploma
Family portrait or graduation picture, even if the name is imprinted on the photo
Fishing or hunting license
ID issued by employer
Learner’s driving permit, temporary or replacement driver’s license, if it does not include a photograph
Organization membership card
Passport or other photo so old that the person presenting it cannot be identified
Photo ID of parents, even if they accompany you to the test center
Photos issued by a business for promotional purposes (e.g., amusement park)
Photo with student’s name embossed or printed on the photo by a photographer
Police report of stolen wallet or purse
Printed, stamped, or photocopied signatures
Report card
Social Security card
Traffic ticket, even with a physical description and signature
Web page with photo

If you have any questions about proper identification or other information, please call the ACC Testing Center at 281-756-3526 before the test date.

CANCELLATION

In the event that it becomes necessary to cancel or reschedule your test registration, please contact the ACC Testing Center to cancel with as much prior notice as possible in order that someone else might test in your place.

NO REFUNDS will be issued to students who do not cancel by 4:00 p.m. on the work day prior to test day. Failure to cancel test will result in forfeiture of testing fee.

Call 281-756-3526 to cancel or reschedule. Leave a voicemail if your call is not answered.
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